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The experiential traveler is one who seeks authentic
experiences and is willing to dig deeper into a culture/
location, often stepping outside the expected to move
beyond his or her comfort zone. The experiential traveler
also desires a truly immersive experience – whether
through accommodations, dining experiences, or
activities – with the goal of personal development or
enrichment.
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

The dichotomy of the experiential traveler
Business travel accounts for 20% of domestic trips

For the majority of travelers, travel experiences have helped shape their view of the world and own
identity. Travelers understand the value of these experiences in their life, and 69% agree that traveling
is a better way to spend money than buying material things. This has provided the impetus for
hospitality and tourism players to rebrand travel as an “experience” versus a “product” – enticing
consumers with the promise of more authentic and immersive experiences.
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Accommodations are important to overall vacation experience
Accommodations for future travel in question
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25-44s are most likely to say travel experiences shape their identity
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Explorers prefer the immersive travel experience
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Valuing Experiences over Things
Figure 28: Attitudes toward travel, February 2018
Younger age groups are most likely to travel to keep up with peers
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Adventurers want to experience new things – just not alone
Figure 30: Attitudes toward travel (net agree), by consumer segmentation, February 2018

Most Important to Vacation Experiences
Accommodations are most important to vacation experience
Figure 31: Important factors in vacation experiences, February 2018
Older travelers more likely to place importance on accommodations
Figure 32: Importance of accommodations in vacation experiences, by age, February 2018
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Travel Experiences – Have Done or Plan to Do
Lodging plans are up in the air
Figure 34: Lead time for booking hotel/accommodations, April 2018
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Under-35s are looking for something different in future travel plans
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Explorers plan to get the local experience when they travel
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Destination Inspiration
Personal recommendations drive destination choice
Figure 39: Destination inspiration, February 2018
Destination inspiration sources by age predictable
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Travel websites influences higher earners
Figure 41: Destination inspiration – Travel review sites and social media, by household income, February 2018
Adventurers rely on personal recommendations for destination planning
Figure 42: Destination inspiration, by consumer segmentation, February 2018

Activity Inspiration
Local recommendations have more influence in activities
Figure 43: Activity inspiration, February 2018
Social media influences activity inspiration among young travelers
Figure 44: Activity inspiration, by age, February 2018
Explorers leverage social media for activity inspiration
Figure 45: Activity inspiration, by consumer segmentation, February 2018
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Appendix – Consumer
Vacation activities of interest
Figure 46: Select vacation activities like to do, by gender, summer 2017
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Figure 47: Select vacation activities like to do, by age, Summer 2017
Figure 48: Select vacation activities like to do, by household income, Summer 2017
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